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Hughenden Consulting joins forces with EFESO to build on the reputation that 

both companies enjoy in helping businesses in their performance progression. 
 

Supply chain specialist Hughenden and International management consultancy 
EFESO have joined forces as of 1st November 2017.  Hughenden brings its 
education and change management know-how supported by a portfolio of high 

impact training programmes.  EFESO brings 35 years’ experience supporting 
multi-national firms in progression programmes that drive competitive 

advantage and operational excellence. In recent years, EFESO has invested in 
strengthening the firm’s capabilities in end to end supply chain and human 
dynamics.  Together EFESO and Hughenden will continue to bring practical 

support on all the aspects of End-to-End Supply Chain Management.  
 

Founded by Hugh Williams, Hughenden is a supply chain-focused consultancy. 
Hugh is a well-known, lively, speaker and chairman at numerous supply chain 
conferences around the world. He continues to champion change management in 

supply chain initiatives, adding the human aspect.  Hughenden has built a strong 
reputation for facilitating change programmes related to Sales & Operations 

Planning (Integrated Business Planning) and its sub-processes.  The company’s 
clients cross over many industries and include GSK, Cargill, BSH, Castrol, Knauf, 
and Mattel. 

 
“This is an exciting expansion of our Supply Chain and Human Dynamics 

capabilities, bringing the distinctive Hughenden style to our full range of 
services” says Clive Geldard, Group Vice President Retail & Supply Chain at 
EFESO.   

 
EFESO Consulting partners with organizations to accelerate performance 

progression, balancing the need for short-term results together with the vital 
requirement to develop future capabilities.  

 
EFESO shares a number of long- established client relationships with 
Hughenden, served through 450 consultants over a network of 27 local offices. 

 
“Yes, we have a strong complementary set of methodologies.  But most of all, 

Hughenden and EFESO share a genuine passion to help our clients’ in their 
performance progression whilst engaging with people at all levels in the 
organisation, to gain buy-in and facilitate change”, emphasises Hugh Williams. 
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About EFESO Consulting: 
 

EFESO is a multi-specialist, multi-sector, multi-national consulting firm that 
blends strategic, operational and change management expertise to help clients 

in their progression.   
 
EFESO is able to deliver tangible and measurable outcomes, with results 

generating an average ROI of 5 to 1 in the first year of engagement and 
maintaining a retention rate of over 90%. EFESO has specialist teams with 

know-how and capabilities covering the end to end supply chain. 
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